WELCOME TO TORINO

10 GOOD REASONS... TO VISIT THE CITY!

1. The FIRST CAPITAL of Italy, before Florence and Rome
2. The MUSEO EGIZIO is the only museum other than the Cairo Museum that is dedicated solely to Egyptian art and culture
3. The NATIONAL CINEMA MUSEUM inside the "Mole Antonelliana"
4. The city where the HOLY SHROUD is conserved
5. The ROYAL RESIDENCES declared by Unesco a World Heritage Site
6. The city preserving LEONARDO da Vinci's SELF PORTRAIT
7. The capital of CONTEMPORARY ART
8. The famous HISTORICAL CAFÉS and PATISSERIES
9. The capital of TASTE, CHOCOLATE and APERITIFS
10. The city with 18 km of arcades for SHOPPING
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GETTING TO TORINO

BY AIR
TORINO AIRPORT
The airport is about 16 km from the city centre, about half an hour’s drive, and boasts a good transport service to the town centre, both by bus and train, as well as taxi of course. The airport has daily flights to major Italian and European cities.
www.aeroportoditorino.it

MILANO MALPENSA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
This airport is located at about 100 km from Torino and offers daily international and intercontinental flights.
www.sea-aeroportimilano.it

BY TRAIN
Torino is very well linked both to the Italian railway system and to that of neighbouring countries. High-speed trains are used nationally and internationally, Frecciarossa and Italo for Italy and TGV for France, and allow to reach Paris for example in about 5 hours. The new high-speed lines also allow to reach Milan in only 44 minutes and Rome in 4h 05’.
www.trenitalia.com
www.italotreno.it
www.tgv-europe.com

HOW TO REACH THE CITY CENTRE

FROM TORINO AIRPORT

BY BUS
The centre of Torino is easily reachable in 45 minutes using the SADEM bus service (www.sadem.it). One-way fare: € 6.50 (+0.50 € aboard).

BY TAXI
The public taxi rank is located on the left at the exit of the Arrivals level. Travel time: approximately 30 minutes. TAXI TORINO: ph. +39.011.5737 - +39.011.5730

FROM MALPENSA AIRPORT

BY BUS
Daily connections to Torino (www.sadem.it), travel time 2 hours approximately
One-way fare: € 22.00
On-line reservation required
www.sadem.it/en/acquistocambio/acquisto-biglietto.aspx

BY CAR
Follow the directions for A4 Milano-Torino motorway, direction Torino.

HOW TO GET TO CONSERVATORIO DI MUSICA “GIUSEPPE VERDI”

Via Mazzini 11

Designed by the architect Giovanni Ricci, it is a neoclassical building officially inaugurated as the Liceo Musicale on 8th May, 1928, and whose frontal facade is reminiscent of the Scala in Milan with which it shares the protective “presence” of Giuseppe Verdi.

The closest indoor carpark is in Piazza Bodoni. The entrance is located in Via Mazzini, while the exit is in Via dei Mille.

LTZ - Limited Traffic Zone - is valid from Monday to Friday from 7.30 am to 10.30 am. In order to avoid incurring the fines, please contact the parking staff immediately after your entrance.
TOURIST INFO

TURISMO TORINO E PROVINCIA is the Visitors and Convention Bureau of the city of Torino. We promote Torino as a tourist destination for leisure, conferences and business travel and we are pleased to provide you with some useful information.

INFORMATION CENTRES

- Piazza Castello
- Piazza Carlo Felice
www.turismotorino.org/en/contact-us
Contact centre (+39) 011.535181
Mon-Sat: 9.30am-12.30pm/2.30-5.00pm; Sun: 10am-1pm

TOURIST INFO DESK during the event

Turismo Torino e Provincia will have a promotional desk where you can find brochures, tourist information and suggestions to discover Torino.

Thursday 7th Nov.: 2.30-6.30 pm; Friday 8th Nov.: 10 am-4 pm; Saturday 9th Nov.: 10am-12pm

SPECIAL BENEFITS RESERVED TO AEC DELEGATES

CITY SIGHTSEEING TORINO®
If you are looking for a unique solution to discover Torino, hop on a City Sightseeing® bus! Our tours invite you to get involved into the charm of a city with over 2,000 years of history and today even more projected into the future. City Sightseeing Torino® offers 3 routes, all equipped with multilingual digital audio systems: LINE A for city centre and hill, the Po with Valentino Park, Medieval Hamlet and Fortress; LINE B for Automobile Museum, Lingotto, Agnelli Picture Gallery, Eataly, Olympic sites and Officine Grandi Riparazioni; LINE C for Allianz Stadium&Juventus Museum, La Venaria Reale, La Mandria Castle, Nuvola and Lavazza Museum.

PRICES
- Lines A+B - ticket valid 24 hours
  Adult € 22.00 • 5-15 years old € 11.00 • Child 0-4 free
- Lines A+B+C - ticket valid 48 hours
  Adult € 25.00 • 5-15 years old € 12.00 • Child 0-4 free
- Line C - ticket valid 24 hours
  Adult € 12.00 • 5-15 years old € 6.00 • Child 0-4 free

Ticket Point in Piazza Castello/Via Po: show your badge and you will benefit from 10% discount.
www.city-sightseeing.it/en/turin

TORINO OUTLET VILLAGE
Just 15 minutes away from the city centre, Torino Outlet Village offers a wide range of stores of the most famous clothing, accessories and footwear, household articles, sport and personal care brands. Discounts up to 70% less all year around.

- Free shuttle bus from/to Torino Outlet Village (from Friday to Monday) www.torinooutletvillage.com/en/getting-here/shuttle-bus
- One Day Card to get 10% off at the participating stores, presenting your congress badge at the Information Desk (not combinable with any other promotion)
- Welcome Drink
www.torinooutletvillage.com

REDUCED TICKETS FOR AEC DELEGATES AND AN ACCOMPANYING PERSON UPON EXHIBITION OF THE BADGE IN THE FOLLOWING MUSEUMS

- Accademia Albertina Picture Gallery - www.pinacotecalbertina.it
- Basilica of Superga, Royal Tombs and Apartments - www.basilicadisuperga.com
- CAMERA Italian Centre for Photography - camera.to
- Giovanni e Marella Agnelli Picture Gallery - www.pinacoteca-agnelli.it
- Historical Museum of Reale Mutua Insurance - www.realemutua.it/scopri-reale-mutua/museo
- Juventus Museum+Allianz Stadium - www.juventus.com
- Lavazza Museum - museolavazza.com
- MAUTO National Automobile Museum - www.museoauto.it
- MEF Ettore Fico Museum - www.museofico.it
- Merz Foundation - www.fondazionemerz.org
- Museum of Criminal Anthropology “Cesare Lombroso” - museolombroso.unito.it
- Museum of Decorative Art “Accorsi-Ometto” - www.fondazioneaccorsi-ometto.it
- Museum of Fruit “Francesco Garnier Valletti” - www.museodellafrutta.it
- Museum of Human Anatomy “Luigi Rolando” - museoanatomia.unito.it
- Museum of the Holy Shroud - sindone.it
- Museum of Radio and Television - www.museoradiotv.rai.it
- National Museum of Cinema - www.museocinema.it
- National Museum of Italian Risorgimento - www.museorisorgimentotorino.it
- National Museum of the Mountain CAI Torino - www.museomontagna.org
- Pietro Micca and the Siege of Torino in 1706 Museum - www.museopietromicca.it
- Polo del ‘900 - www.podel900.it
- Royal Museums Torino - www.museireali.beniculturali.it
- Sandretto Re Rebaudengo Foundation - fsrr.org
- Fondazione Torino Musei - www.fondazionetorinomusei.it

SURROUNDINGS
- Rivoli Castle Museum of Contemporary Art - www.castellodirivoli.org
- La Venaria Reale and Gardens - www.lavenaria.it

*free museum - **15% discount
NOT TO BE MISSED

EVENTS

DAVID LACHAPELLE. ATTI DIVINI
from 14/06/2019 to 06/01/2020
An impressive monographic on David LaChapelle, one of the most renowned contemporary photographers and directors in the world. The walls are hung with a private gallery of portraits of his greatest friends (brother and sister Michael and Janet Jackson, Hillary Clinton and Muhammad Ali, Jeff Koons and Madonna, Uma Thurman and David Bowie...) together with the shots of his recent studies that have led him to develop a more private and philosophical dimension, the absolute values.

LA VENARIA REALE
Venaria Reale, Piazza della Repubblica 4 - www.lavenaria.it

WORLD PRESS PHOTO EXHIBITION 2019
from 28/09 to 17/11/2019
The World Press Photo International Exhibition is the most prestigious photojournalism competition in the world, with the annual participation of about 6,000 photojournalists of 125 nationalities of the major international publishers.

EX BORSA VALORI
Piazzale Valdo Fusi - www.worldpressphototorino.it

CONTEMPORARY ART TORINO PIEMONTE 2019
from 31/10/2019 to 12/01/2020
The events that make up Contemporary Art Torino Piemonte kick-start the modern art season. Making a welcome return this year are Luci d’Artista, The Others, Club to Club and much more!

VARIOUS VENUES
www.contemporarytorinopiemonte.it

LUCI D’ARTISTA
from 31/10/2019 to 12/01/2020
Artistic-cultural event during which the Savoy city will be illuminated by works of art conceived by contemporary artists: a classic appointment for Torino, which begins during the week of contemporary art and continues until the Epiphany, making the event protagonist of both these important periods of the year.

VARIOUS VENUES
www.contemporarytorinopiemonte.it

CIOCCOLATÒ 2019
from 08 to 17/11/2019
The most famous event in Italy about artisan chocolate returns to the Piedmontese capital with a completely new look, the main actors are master chocolatiers, their art and the excellence of their products. The initiatives are all centered around the history, culture, and tradition, to taste and understand chocolate.

PIAZZA SAN CARLO, VIA ROMA
cioccolato.eu

THE MOST VISITED MUSEUMS

FONDAZIONE TORINO MUSEI
www.fondazionetorinomusei.it

“GIOVANNI E MARELLA AGNELLI” ART GALLERY
On the rooftop of Lingotto, the Pinacoteca houses 25 masterpieces between 19th and 20th century from Agnelli’s family (FIAT founder) private collection.
www.pinacoteca-agnelli.it

MAUTO - NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE MUSEUM
It is located near the Lingotto area and on the Po river banks. This place tells the story and the evolution of the motor car, as well as the social themes linked to it, with spectacular displays showing off the valuable pieces in the collection.
www.museoauto.it

MUSEO EGIZIO
The Museo Egizio is the only museum other than the Cairo Museum that is dedicated solely to Egyptian art and culture. The collections that make up today’s Museum were enlarged by the excavations conducted in Egypt by the Museum’s archaeological mission between 1900 and 1935.
www.museoegizio.it

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF CINEMA
It is one of the most important museums in the world for the richness of its collections located inside the Mole (tower), the landmark of the city. It offers an interactive trip through the world of cinema designed by the Swiss architect François Confino. In the middle of the Mole there is a panoramic glass lift that rises to the top of the building and from where the whole Torino can be seen.
www.museocinema.it

ROYAL MUSEUMS TORINO
The complex includes: Royal Palace, Royal Gardens, Royal Library and Armoury, the Savoy Gallery, the Archaeological Museum, the Chiabele Halls and the Chapel of the Holy Shroud. It offers an extraordinary three kilometres long visitor’s trail through history, culture, art and landscape to relive the entire history of the city, from its first Roman settlement to United Italy.
www.museireali.beniculturali.it

LA VENARIA REALE
The Royal Residence of Venaria Reale is one of the world’s most important examples of the magnificence and baroque architecture of the 17th and 18th centuries, just outside Torino. It is a natural and architectural masterpiece that was listed World Heritage by UNESCO in 1997.
www.lavenaria.it
On the tables of Torino and its province, the typical delicacies and old local recipes are the undisputed protagonists of a tradition that is today as alive as ever, and has been passed on through the centuries with undiminished care in the choice of raw materials, but with renewed attention to the variety of products offered, ready to satisfy all palates and all budgets, whilst still keeping a very high level of quality.

10% DISCOUNT FOR DELEGATES
UPON EXHIBITION OF THE MEETING BADGE DURING AEC CONFERENCE
RESERVATIONS APPRECIATED

CITY CENTRE

ANGOLO 16
Via San Donato 16

CAFFÈ BARATTI&MILANO
Piazza Castello 27
+39.011.4407138 - www.barattimilano.it

CAFFÈ ELENA
Piazza Vittorio Veneto 5
+39.329.5767414

GOUSTŐ
RISTORANTE EMPORIUM
Piazza della Repubblica 4
+39.329.9415437 - gousto.eu

L’ANGOLO DIVINO
Via Umberto Cosmo 13
+39.011.8198311 - www.angolodivino.info

LE FANFARON BISTROT
Via Piave 5
+39.339.3247746 - www.fanfaron.it

LE VITE E TONNÉ
Via San Francesco da Paola 4
+39.011.8124621 - www.leviteletonne.com

SORIJI NOUVEAU
Via Matteo Pescatore 10c
+39.011.884143

VINOLENTO,
CANTINA&CUCINA
Via Corte d’Appello 13
+39.011.19508801 - www.vinolento.net

FOOT OF THE HILL

ANTICA TRATTORIA
CON CALMA
Strada Comunale del Cartman 59
+39.011.8980229 - www.concalma.it

BIRILLI
Strada Val San Martino 6
+39.011.8190567
www.foodandcompany.com

IL RISTORO DEL PRIORE
Strada della Basilica di Superga 75
+39.011.8997456
www.ristorodelpriore.com

AROUND TORINO

LA TAVERNA FRA-FIUSCH
Via Maurizio Beria 32 - Moncalieri
+39.011.8608224 - www.frafiusch.it

OSTERIA PASSAMI IL SALE
Via Andrea Mensa 37b - Venaria Reale
+39.011.4598387 - www.passamiilsale.it

OSTERIA ROTONDA
DEI FACCHINETTI
Via Pianezza 185
+39.011.4556804
www.osteriarodontadeifacchinetti.it

LINGOTTO

AL GUFO BIANCO
Corso Dante 129
+39.011.6505431 - www.gufobianco.com

CASÀ VICINA
Via Nizza 224
+39.011.19506840 - www.casavicina.com

RISTORANTE LA MINA
Via Ellero 36bis
+39.011.7920056
www.ristorantelamina.it

CENTISIA

RISTORANTE MONTI
Via Lombriciaso 4
+39.011.4332210 - www.ristorantemonti.it

PELLEERINA PARK

OSTERIA ROTONDA
DEI FACCHINETTI
Via Pianezza 185
+39.011.4556804
www.osteriarodontadeifacchinetti.it

ILLEGGINO

MERCATO CENTRALE TORINO

Mercato Centrale Torino is located in Porta Palazzo, in the buzzing heart of the city. The artisans’ shops and their goodies merge with art and events in spaces open to everyone. Mercato Centrale is a place where stories, ideas and opinions can be shared.

Discover the Yummy Card, the rechargeable card with 10% discount: bring your congress badge to the tourist information Desk, there you’ll get the voucher for Mercato Centrale Torino.

Bring the Map to Mercato Centrale’s bar to get a coffee for free!

www.mercatocentrale.com/turin
Every weekend, an unmissable chance to taste the original recipe of hot chocolate served at court in the 18th century or the celebrated 19th century “bicerin”, in the setting of the renowned historic cafés of Torino.

Starting from 10.00 € per person.

www.turismotorino.org